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INTRODUCTION
The study of the earth energy and underground streams of water found at most, if not all, sacred
sites have left us pondering the question, “Did these sites always exist with their inherent energy
patterns and did the medicine man/woman locate them through a “sixth sense?” Or did they
somehow appear through ceremony and prayer? It might be understandable that the healing
sites, which are seemingly most important for the tribe, were brought about by some mystical
means. But what about the other ceremonial sites such as Council, Burial, Birthing, Dance
Grounds or other purposes? All of these have upwelling energies as well. For years, we have
assumed that when the tribe needed to move, gifted and trained elders would go find a new
village site which met the criteria of having the number of upwelling energy sites to meet the
needs of the village/town. Further, our research had shown that Principle Towns had all of the
energy sites to meet the towns common features. What if our assumption is wrong? This is a
chicken-egg situation. Which came first?
One of the more complex energy criteria that is difficult to understand is the Geodetic Code
churches built on top of Indigenous sacred healing sites. These sites have patterns of
underground streams of water and earth energy lines that align perfectly with the dimensions of
the church building. Was this pattern of energy there when they built the church and how did
the designer know it was there? If it existed when they built the church, was the same pattern
there when the Indians used it as a healing site? If so, why was such an intricate pattern necessary
for healing? We may never be able to understand the workings of the medicine men/women at
healing sites, but one thing is becoming more certain; the medicine men/woman somehow had
an influence on the energy of the healing site.
The Earth Energy Grid
Our years of research about earth energies finally coalesce in 2021 into an understanding that
there exist across the universe an earth energy grid made up of numerous energy forms. This grid
is not in a regular pattern but more random in nature possibly controlled by terrain and earth
densities. Most, if not all of the Indigenous sacred sites are connected through this energy grid.
Thus, if a medicine man/woman or tribal elder wanted a ceremony site at a particular location,
they must either select a site which already has the energy grid in that location with the required
upwelling energy or, alternatively, they must somehow cause energy to flow from the grid to that
location.
Shrine of the Stations of the Cross, San Luis, CO
In early August, 2021, a group of researchers had the opportunity to test the “chicken or the egg”
question at the Shrine of the Stations of the Cross located on a mesa above San Luis, CO. This
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church has been determined to be a Geodetic Code Church built precisely to the pattern of earth
energies and with underground streams of water. This church is located directly on top of a Ute
Sacred Healing site. Thus, we can test when the energy was here and how it got here in such a
precise pattern.
The Southern Ute tribe arrived in 1830 in the vicinity of where San Luis, CO was incorporated
around 1851. In approximately 1834, the tribal medicine person decided the tribe needed a
Ceremonial Healing site and set about to find a perfect place for it. This site turned out to be in
the center of a high mesa above the village site. Three expert dowsers went to the site of the
Chapel located on top of the sacred site and using dowsing to ask “yes” and “no” questions,
probed the timing of the existence of the energy at the site. All of us got that before the medicine
person chose the site for healing, there were no earth energies or underground streams of water
at the site. It appears that through special ceremonies and prayers know only to the medicine
person, energy and underground water could be directed from the earth energy grid to this new
location. Not only could these energies be redirected to flow to this location, but they could be
caused to flow in particular patterns needed for ceremonial use. Thus, a ceremonial healing site
was formed on the mesa. It was used by the tribe until they departed the area in 1853.
The Building of the Shine
The Shrine was designed and built prior to 1990 and dedicated in 1990, 137 years after the Ute
left the area. Using dowsing, we determined that the designer of the Shrine learned from a Jesuit
priest about the energies at the site and designed the structure to fit the pattern of the energy.
The church leaders would not give us access to the designer to ask questions about the design to
fit the energy patterns. The Shrine is like all other Geodetic Code churches as they are precisely
built and oriented to fit the energy patterns. Most Ceremonial Healing sites consist of multiple
energy lines with large upwelling energy, underground streams of water and with the possible
location of an Geospiral. Many energy lines of different orientation and multiple Geospirals at
the healing site seems odd considering that most healing sites consist of only 4 to 6 energy lines
in a circular pattern. However, only the medicine person knows why they wanted such a pattern
to exist. We will probably never know the answer to that question. A Google Earth view of the
energy patter of the Shrine is shown at the end o0f this document.
The Revelation and the Science
The fact the prayer and ceremonies of a medicine person could lead to energies flowing in precise
patterns from the earth energy grid to a new location where none had existed before, is a
startling revelation. More importantly, this suggests that a person using their inherent thought
capabilities can cause physical matter to change directions, increase in quantiles and patterns by
simply thinking it. That action is counter to today’s understanding of physics.
While that seems preposterous to even consider, a recent series of studies were released that
show that this preposterous conclusion is in fact true. Gregg Braden shared a series of YouTube
videos in his program Hidden Links that laid out the scientific fact that the mind can in fact control
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matter. In his video, Physics of our Deepest Connections, Gregg shared the scientific experiments
that proves the ability of a person to affect matter. His video can be seen here:
https://youtu.be/zy6mVAb-UjU. To view the video, do a Ctrl-Click with the cursor held over the
video link.
The video has some advertisements enclosed but they can be clicked off after about 4 seconds.
After watching the video, your understanding of physics will be forever changed.
While this is all a starling revelation, members of our research team have already demonstrated
the ability to change the size of a Geospiral or to change its polarity. In some cases, we have shown
the ability to restore the connections of sacred sites that have been disconnected from the earth
energy grid. There is a great deal more to be learned about these new revelations.

Shrine of the Stations of the Cross Energy Pattern
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